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Outline
Methodology in the current era of historical linguistics and typology: 

• Development of advanced statistical methods


➡ Less focus on the data used with these methods


This talk: 

• A method for extracting phonotactic characters from wordlists


• Phylogenetic signal in phonotactic data, Pama-Nyungan family (Australia)


• Challenges in expanding to the rest of Sahul


• Compares performance of feature-based characters


• Concludes that feature-based characters can help expansion into Sahul



Phonotactics
• All languages permit only certain 

sequences of segments


• Most basic: ‘Which sequences 

a+b ?’


• Frequency based: Frequency of a+b 

relative to all occurrences of a+x 

• Reversed: Frequency of a+b relative 

to all occurrences of x+b



Phonotactics
Why phonotactic characters are 

interesting:


• Relatively easy to obtain


• Can be obtained in large quantities


• Historically conservative



Phylogenetic signal
• K (Blomberg, Garland & Ives, 2003)


• PHYLOGENETIC SIGNAL: the tendency for closely-related taxa (species/

languages) to resemble one another more than expected by chance


• K quantifies phylogenetic signal, given an independent reference phylogeny 

and evolutionary model


• Randomisation procedure can test whether phylogenetic signal is 

statistically significant

Dryer (1989)



Phylogenetic signal



Phylogenetic signal in biphones
Reference phylogeny 

• From Claire Bowern (2015) (see also: Bowern & Atkinson 2012)


Ausphon-Lexicon: Extract datasets by phonex 

• Comparably-segmented lexicons


• 250 language varieties;  aiming at 300


• Holds original;  scrubbed;  comparably phonemicized data


• Extended regular expression language “phonex”


• Extract user-defined datasets
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Phylogenetic signal in biphones

• 3,946 characters (variables)


• 1,973 x forward transitions, 1,973 x backward transitions


• 110 Pama-Nyungan (Australia) languages


• At least 20 non-zero/non-missing values required per character


• 480 characters meet this criterion


• Mean number of languages with non-missing/non-zero 

characters is 73



Phylogenetic signal in biphones
Mean K: 0.57 

n significant characters: 334 of 480 characters (70%)
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Blomberg, Garland & Ives (2003)



Phylogenetic signal in biphones

Checking the randomisation procedure 

(which tests whether phylogenetic signal is significant in individual characters) 

• Re-ran analysis x 100 (following principles of Janssen et al. 2007)


• Randomly shuffling language data on the tree each time


• p values for 48,000 characters


• False positive rate: 0.05







Limitations of biphones

• Independence of characters 

➡ Segments behave as natural classes rather than individually


• Sparse datasets 

➡ Requires overlapping phonological inventories between languages


➡ Limits expandability to especially diverse areas of Sahul

Dixon (1980), Hamilton (1996)



Phylogenetic signal in 
feature-based characters

• Transitions between descriptive phonological features 

➡ Place: # (word boundary), alveolar, dental, glottal, labial, 
palatal, retroflex, velar, vowel


➡ Manner: #, glide, lateral, nasal, obstruent, rhotic glide, 
vibrant, vowel


• Phylogenetic signal analysis 

➡ 208 of 324 characters analysed. 24-110 languages analysed per 

character (mean 87)

Biphones Features
Mean K 0.57

% sig. chars. 70%
0.62
84%
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Conclusions
• Extracted phonotactic data from Pama-Nyungan wordlists using 

AusPhon-Lexicon 
➡ Biphone-based characters and feature-based characters


• Phylogenetic signal measured, comparing data against 
independent phylogeny 

➡ Significant phylogenetic signal found in both datasets


• Future directions 

➡ Explore evolutionary dynamics: different parts of tree, different 
time-scales, different evolutionary model


• Feature-based dataset is less sparse 
➡ Greater proportion of characters are useable

➡ More languages testable per character


➡ This helps upscale to the rest of Sahul
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